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Easy-to-do Tips About Film For Taking Photos of Your Trains. 

Editor's Note: The last issue of The lion Roars 

had several scenes in it with photos of layouts that 
raised some questions about color quality. We 
turned the questions over to Ed Richter, whose 
occupation is a professional photographer. And, as 
a member of TLR's Editorial Team, Ed did many 
of the shots used for the 1996 Grand Rapids 
Convention story on earlier pages in this issue as 
well as numerous other photos we've used in many 
other previous issues. 

Ed's easy-to-do film tips can help you to help 
us produce high quality color photos for TLR. And, 
if the photos you send to us can not be "corrected" 
by computer graphics work, we'll have to ask you 
to reshool them before we can publish your article. 

Please take the time to read this short piece, it 
will enable us to have "peace" and bring you the 
top-notch quality magazine you've come to expect. 

Thanks in advance for your cooperation! 

Don Carlson, Editor, TLR 

As you get a little deeper into photographic 
processes, questions may arise about the color quality 
appearance of your prints and slides shot indoors. You 
might notice an orange or yellow tint on photos taken 
under tungsten lighting, and a green ca t or tint under 
florescent lighting. A basic understanding of color 
temperature and film type should correct and help to 
eliminate problems that may occur. 

Now, before you throw your hand up and turn the 
page, let me assure you that this really is simple to deal 
with. For the purpose of this discu sion, we are going 
to talk about two types of film: Daylight and Tungsten. 

Daylight film is probably the most common film 
type. Some examples are Kodak Gold and Royal Gold, 
Kodachrome/Ektachrome Daylight and Fugi D. 
Usually this type of film is readily available at grocery, 
drug, department and convenience stores, it is calJed 
a general purpose film for u e outdoors or indoors with 
a flash. 

So, let's say you want to take a picture of the rare 
6464 box car you just purchased. On the way home 
from the meet, you stop at Lhe local food mart, grab a 
roll of Daylight film and head for the backyard. U ing 
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the sun as a light source, compose a shot, set the 
camera for correct exposure and click away. The color 
rendition should be very good on your finished prints, 
as this i one of the easiest ways to photograph a toy 
train. However, unless you're into garden railroading, 
the backyard is not always the most ideal place to do 
train photography. 

Granted, most layouts are under tungsten or 
flore cent light sources and not the sun; so let's look 
first at tungsten lighting. 

If you 're u ing standard tract Lighting, flood, open 
bulb or regular table lamp in the train room, 
photographs will look "warm" (yellow or orange in 
color). Thi can be corrected by a trip to your favorite 
camera store to pick up a filter. Take your camera with 
you because filters thread into the front of the lens and 
need to be the right ize. To correct or match tungsten 
light with daylight film, an 80A filter is needed which 
is a common, inexpensive blue filter. Another option 
i to use tungsten type film. In most cases, this is slide 
film and will need to be purchased at a camera or 
photographic pecialty store - it's not usually hanging 
on a rack at the checkout line. Using tungsten film with 
tungsten lights wilJ produce accurate color. 

Flore cent lighting with daylight film will create a 
light green cast on your photograph . This seems to 
be more objectionable than a tungsten misbalance and 
also can be corrected by a filter. To match florescent 
lighting to daylight film, use an FL or FL-D filter. A 
common question i , "Why can a flash be used with 
dayLight film and still have correct color balance?" The 
answer is, light from a Fla h or strobe has a blue cast 
to correct color balance. If you're old enough to 
remember flash bulbs, there were two types: Clear and 
blue. Clear was for black and white photography while 
blue wa for color daylight film for the same reason. 

This article has dealt with some basics of color 
temperature and film types. Further investigation will 
uncover many other different types of filters and 
professional film to deal with color balance and/or 
temperature. For the purpose of this information, I 
wanted to keep it simple and hope it will answer some 
of your question and "clear up" your shots. 

Keep sending us those great photograph ! 

Ed Richter, RM #13075, Orlando, Florida 

Oclober, 1996 
























































